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Asset Protection
Absolute!
™

Be sure to closely read the
bullets at the bottom of this
one-page Slick. Call with any
Questions or Requests.

Protect Your Assets . . . Or Risk Losing Them . . .
Half the battle of wealth accumulation is earning it. The other half is
hanging on to it. The overwhelming majority of our working population is
completely open to lawsuits and judgments because they are not properly
protected. Can you afford to lose everything you own if you get sued and
lose the case? Can you afford to have your future earnings attached and
liened because someone hired a better attorney? You purchase life
insurance in case you die, but what about a little peace of mind while
you’re living and earning? The average person will earn $1 million or more
in their lifetime. Professionals can earn many times that.

Yet, you could suffer one or more common setbacks that continue to
“reset the clock.” Setbacks such as divorce judgments, inheritance
taxes, legal fees, liens, and frivolous lawsuits can derail the best of plans
and ruin the most honest people overnight.
You could avoid all these pitfalls by doing what the rich do. Acquire an
up- to-date Modern Irrevocable Trust [hereinafter known as M.I.T.] that
is armed with the best Spendthrift protection available today.

Asset Protection for Hundreds of Years . . .
Irrevocable Trusts are older than the United States. Originally designed in
the 1530’s to protect the wealth of European nobility, they remain a
financial fortress for those families worldwide --to this very day. Their assets
remain “un-pierced,” “unharmed” and instantly protected. Unlike weaker,
less protective trusts which you may have heard of (AB-trusts, Living trusts,
dynasty trusts, generation skipping trusts, charitable remainder trusts,

revocable business trusts, and personal trusts, etc.). Attorney Cooper’s
signature M.I.T.’s remain an immovable legal wall between you and
anyone who wants your assets or livelihood. They are used to prevent
courts, creditors, predators, governments, and other agencies from
transferring, levying, or gaining access to the assets within your M.I.T.

Absolute Protection . . .
Your M.I.T. will be built upon the very best modern trust laws of the
leading States’ Trust Act laws and incorporates them into the language of
Your M.I.T., which will provide you an up-to-date superior asset protection
entity; for example, your M.I.T. will provide more protection than a Limited

Liability Company (“LLC”), a Corporation, a Partnership, or even an
Offshore entity. No other entity or structure has all the advantages of
your M.I.T., or can compare with the functions, operations,
compliance or ease of management that your M.I.T. will provide.

“M.I.T-TRUST” is Better and More Affordable . . .
Cooper has personally and carefully reviewed many Irrevocable Trusts
created by large and prestigious Law firms and Financial Planning
firms. The standard price these firms charge to provide you a standard
Irrevocable Trust […often based on ‘boilerplate’’] is in the $2 5 k to $3 0 k
range. Yet, many of these Irrevocable Trusts - I reviewed were fraught

with obsolete trust laws -that are no longer enforceable [i.e.,
worthless Paper]. Irrevocable Trusts are expensive because the Rich
are those that have them. An M.I.T. provides the best protection of
your assets! My standard price for a modern irrevocable trust is
$10 k and comes w/ three free hours of expert M.I.T. consultation.

Consider the following . . .
You can be sued for anything at any time. You don’t have to be ‘in the
wrong’ …or ‘guilty’ of anything. The courts are overwhelmed with people
defending themselves against baseless claims and greedy, asset-seeking
creditors and predators. Even if you don’t have a lot of assets to protect
today, a lien can be placed against you any time, thus ensuring that you

remain financially-handicapped until you pay the lien. It will follow you
wherever you go. Civil judgments can lead to criminal charges (often
when you cannot pay) and that means potential incarceration. If you
are a professional, celebrity, high-income earner, or well known in your
community, your chances of being sued increase exponentially.

Peruse the following . . . if there is no ‘fraud’:
• A judge cannot issue a turn-over order against your M.I.T. , to satisfy any
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•
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claim or judgment
Your M.I.T. can instantly protect your assets making creditors and
predators unable to access any of the M.I.T. assets.

Your M.I.T. can enjoy the ability to pay no income tax and defer taxes for
a thousand years.
Every aspect of your M.I.T. will be based squarely on legal statutes and
shall be lawful and in full compliance with the Internal Revenue Code.
There is no operation of law permitted against your M.I.T. when legally
and properly constructed
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Generally, funds or endowments put into your M.I.T. will have no tax
consequences to the party contributing the funds or endowments
The Trust Protector of your M.I.T. is assured that the Trustee will
behave with fiduciary responsibility
Your individual copyright protected M.I.T. will have a funding
mechanism to allow many capital gains to compound and
accumulate tax-free
Your M.I.T. does not need to be registered with a state
No one will know what is in your trust, except you as Trust Protector
Trust Protector can now be a Beneficiary of your M.I.T.

MIT-TRUSTS come in a Leather 3-Ring Binder with Zipper Closure All Around . . .

Lots of Flat File Pockets, Card Sleeves, Nice Pen & Pencil, and a Pad Holder for 3-ring Notepaper Pad . . .
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